A good job rewards hard work and is needed to live the Good Life in Nebraska. Despite Nebraska’s historically low unemployment rate, job creation in Nebraska has fallen below the national average over the last decade. In fact, Nebraska ranked 29th in total employment growth between 2009–2014, falling far behind most of our competitor states, including Arizona, Colorado, Florida, and Texas.

Employment growth is one of the strongest measures of a robust state economy. Entrepreneurship and the growth of new businesses are primary drivers of job and income growth. Every state has many innovative and entrepreneurial residents. But public policies have a definite influence on how many of those individuals will actually choose to apply their talents and become a for-profit market entrepreneur.

We know Nebraska taxes its residents and businesses more, on average, than the states we compete with for income, employment, business, and population growth.¹ We also know Nebraska’s high taxes discourage economic growth and job creation. But there is another set of government policies that place a hidden tax on employers, workers and consumers that increase the difficulty of making a living in Nebraska.

This hidden tax is the cost of overly-burdensome regulation. Too much bureaucratic red tape is putting new and better jobs out of reach for hardworking Nebraskans.

Federal, state, and local regulations, in addition to occupational licensing requirements, have a substantial impact on economic activity. The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) estimates the aggregate cost of U.S. federal regulations alone is upwards of $2.028 trillion annually.² The Mercatus Center at George Mason University calculates that federal regulation reduces the U.S. economy’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth by 0.8 percent annually,³ costing everyone meaningful gains of income and living standards over time. Though 0.8 percent may appear insignificant, it is actually greater than the average annual GDP growth most states experienced from 2004–2014.⁴
Nebraska’s regulatory code is having the same harmful effect. In fact, the Nebraska Register contains 43 chapters and thousands of pages of regulations that increase the cost of doing business in our state. Not only does increased regulation result in lower job creation and higher prices for consumers, it also hits taxpayers. States with more regulations spend more on regulatory enforcement. While this is not a large category of spending when compared to the entire state budget, it does provide some measure of the hidden costs of regulatory compliance burdens. If a state is spending more than average on inspection and regulation, it is generally a sign its regulatory climate should be reformed.

On average, Nebraska’s state government spends over 40 percent more on regulatory policy than its economic competitors in Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Iowa, and Texas.

In addition to higher spending on regulatory policy than its competitor states, Nebraska also overturns a larger percentage of regulations challenged in court. Specifically, according to state supreme court records compiled by regulation researchers, Nebraska’s courts overturned roughly 37.8 percent of regulations, substantially higher than the 20-27 percent range for Colorado, Florida, and Iowa, although roughly similar to Texas. A larger
percentage of regulations being overturned generally points to a less than ideal system for oversight of regulations, which may be in need of modernization.

Every state has some odd rules left over from previous points in history. North Platte’s city code once contained contradictory and outdated rules such as it being illegal to wash your car on the street, but not your horse. This prompted the North Platte City Council to budget $20,000 to employ American Legal Publishing to re-codify the existing code of ordinances with the goal of eliminating obsolete ordinances.

Requiring sunset provisions to be paired with regulations would automatically cause a regulation to expire if not renewed. This creates a natural process for getting older, outdated, and inefficient regulations off the books. If regulations have secondary effects or unintended consequences that are only apparent after the regulation is imposed, sunset provisions force these regulations to prove their merits to remain in place.

While some regulation will always be essential, regulatory policy should not unnecessarily limit entry into occupations or industries in a manner that lessens competition.

One area of Nebraska’s regulatory system that creates these barriers for entrepreneurs is the state’s occupational licensing laws.

Almost 200 different jobs in Nebraska require a government license, and many workers cannot afford the expensive and lengthy licensing requirements. In a national study, Nebraska fell in the worst of the five categories for the number of occupations requiring licenses. Licensing requirements that exceed essential standards of public safety are designed to give an advantage to existing practitioners over new entrepreneurs.

In many cases, Nebraska’s rivals and our neighboring states have more reasonable licensing requirements. For example, cosmetologists or barbers have to take 2,100 hours of training in Nebraska, which can cost up to $20,000, while most states require 1,500 hours or less. A massage therapy license in Nebraska requires 1,000 hours of training, while most states require 500-700.

These inconsistencies place higher costs on Nebraska’s workforce, discouraging low-income workers, small business people, relocating military families and workers, and ex-offenders from pursuing career or business opportunities that require licensing. Because these disincentives to work and invest reduce competition in numerous professional fields, consumers also pay higher prices for these services.

A study by the Heritage Foundation found that reforming Nebraska’s occupational licensing laws could save the average household $942 a year.

Ridesharing services like Uber and Lyft provide a clear example of the change competition and regulatory reform can have on the marketplace. It was not more than a couple years ago that the transportation network companies were threatened with legal action by state regulators. The Legislature’s wise response in creating a legal framework for the industry has substantially increased consumer choices in transportation while reducing prices for getting around.

In the same way, occupational licensing reform can foster countless opportunities for Nebraskans looking to find or create better jobs. In the 2016 legislative session, a bill to deregulate natural hair braiding (LB898) passed without opposition in the Unicameral. The new law permits natural hair braiders to practice their profession without need of a state cosmetology license, which was previously a felony under state law.

Reform of occupational licensing does not mean a complete absence of regulation. A range of alternatives to occupational licensing exist when a complete repeal is possible, as with hair braiding. These could include targeted consumer protections, business inspection, insurance or bonding requirements, registration, or private certification. Where policymakers feel public safety demands the maintenance of job licensing, improving the existing licensing requirements to match the country’s most reasonable requirements would help provide a more robust, competitive environment for entrepreneurship.

Not all regulatory barriers are created at the state level, though. In the City of Lincoln, the food truck industry is seeing surprisingly slow growth, as city regulations prohibit food trucks from selling their food in public.
parking areas. The rule has created a sharp contrast with Omaha, where a growing number of successful food trucks operate.

Workers, entrepreneurs, consumers, and even possibly tax collections in Lincoln, have suffered because of this barrier to entry. While there is broad agreement that some regulation is needed for public health and safety, the food truck ordinance is not being enforced for the purpose of protecting the general public, but to shield existing brick-and-mortar restaurants from new competitors.

Above all, in discussions of regulation, policymakers must guard against “regulatory capture,” which occurs when rules imposed on the marketplace are not used for the public’s benefit, but to gain advantages for private interests.

Throughout the Removing Barriers in Nebraska series, we have discussed how Nebraska compares to the states it must vigorously compete with for population, employment, income, and business growth. Compared to its rivals, Nebraska taxes and spends too much, and attempts to remedy the problem by picking winners and losers rather than improving its flaws. The state provides working families with too few choices in education, and imposes regulatory burdens on job creation that hinder upward mobility.

But the state has much to be proud of that it can build upon as it seeks to grow. Nebraskans believe in the promise of the Good Life. Regrettably, many Nebraska families still find themselves searching for it in other states.

Some observers believe that Nebraska’s natural features place it at a disadvantage for economic growth relative to currently faster-growing states. But there are potentially excellent opportunities for entrepreneurs in every environment and setting. Policymakers can’t change our natural disadvantages, but they can change Nebraska’s policies that exacerbate our challenges with lower job, population, and business growth.

Removing the barriers to economic growth through tax, spending, education, and regulatory reform in Nebraska can make the Good Life possible for more of our citizens once again. When more policymakers are guided by the goal of growing the output of Nebraska’s entrepreneurial economy, and our leaders study the policies that have led states to these successes, we can ensure a brighter future for the children and grandchildren of all Nebraskans.

Endnotes


RECOMMENDED READING

The Tax Foundation, the nation’s leading independent tax research organization, recently published *A Twenty-First Century Tax Code for Nebraska*.

The report outlines tax reform options for Nebraska and makes an excellent companion to our brief on Economic Development versus Economic Growth.

Read their report at: PlatteInstitute.org/TaxFoundation
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